
 

LUBRI CUT NS 50 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 

LUBRINOX
(R)

 LUBRI CUT NS 50 is special purpose 

high oiliness property due to the presence of fatty material. The oil has excellent foam release ability and its use 

prevents overheating of work piece, thus eliminating chances of metal distortion. 

APPLICATIONS: 

1) Recommended for flute grinding of drills, reamers and various types of grinding tools which involve 

severe metal grinding processes.

2) Suitable for gear cutting, hobbing and high spee

3) It can be used on both ferrous and non

BENEFITS: 

1) Very long sump life. 

2) Excellent corrosion protection. 

3) Longer tool life. 

4) Keeps machine clean 

 

PRECAUTION:  

Avoid prolonged and repeated contact with used oil. Used o

out of reach of children. Used oil must be disposed off carefully to prevent damage to environment.

 

 

AVAILABLE PACK SIZE: 

20 Ltr, 50 Ltr, 210 Ltr 

 

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS: 

Appearance 

Kin. Viscosity @ 40
0
C, cst

Flash Point
0
C, COC, min

SAP Value Report mg/KOH/gm

• These specifications are subject to variations/development/customisation

 

 

is special purpose non-staining type semi-synthetic neat cutting oil having very 

high oiliness property due to the presence of fatty material. The oil has excellent foam release ability and its use 

f work piece, thus eliminating chances of metal distortion.  

ecommended for flute grinding of drills, reamers and various types of grinding tools which involve 

severe metal grinding processes. 

uitable for gear cutting, hobbing and high speed metal working operations. 

can be used on both ferrous and non-ferrous metals. 

 

Avoid prolonged and repeated contact with used oil. Used oil contains potentially harmful contaminants. Keep 

out of reach of children. Used oil must be disposed off carefully to prevent damage to environment.

Bright & Clear

C, cst 47 

C, COC, min 202 

SAP Value Report mg/KOH/gm 12 

These specifications are subject to variations/development/customisation
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